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---------- 
AUTOMATION ENGINEER | BESPOKE SOFTWARE DEVELOPER | SOFTWARE ENGINEER | WEB PUBLISHER | DATA ANALYST | VBA EXPERT | BUSINESS ANALYST 
---------- 
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 
---------- 
Bachelor's Degree in Computer Engineering holder with a broad set of skills applicable across technical roles. Having a progressive three plus years of experience in web publishing, desktop automation, software 
deployment, data mining, and data analysis, teaming with global counterparts prepared him to take on challenges under pressure and with less to no supervision. An enthusiastic, passionate, curious individual 
earning global recognition in innovation and technological advancements. Multilingual, well-rounded, culturally aware professional who enjoys connecting across a diverse population with various backgrounds. He is 
also a fast learning professional who can be skilful in a short period. Highly skilled in solving day-to-day social and business problems for clients and stakeholders. Committed to high-quality output and decision 
making. 
Result-oriented professional. 
Think — Execute — Deliver 
---------- 
CORE SKILLS 
---------- 
Data Analysis | Photoshop | Illustrator | VBA (Macro) | HTML | CSS | JavaScript | JQuery | Lean | Six Sigma | Data Mining | Software Dev | VBA (Macros | vb.NET | Python | UIPath (RPA) | VBScript | Content 
Management | Stakeholder Management | Power BI | Strategy | Analytics 
---------- 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
---------- 
Senior Analyst - EY 
June 2018 - June 2019 
- Led the team to create and maintain an innovative culture. 
- Managed resources in delivering a high-impacting product. 
- Created four(4) tools that increased the productive time of managers by cutting down manual processes in generating reports via automated scripts. 
- Authored twelve(12)+ tools that translate to est. US$1M+ savings annually, utilising minimal available resources. 
Analyst - EY 
June 2017 - June 2018 
- Developed automation solutions to simplify complex tasks that significantly reduced overhead costs by seventy percent (70%). 
- Slashed thirty percent 30% of non-productive efforts and increased utilisation of the team. 
- Written scripts that simplified web content publishing process. 
- Developed a reporting tool that generated an estimated USD8K+ (annualised income) with APAC stakeholders. 
Associate Analyst - EY 
December 2015 - June 2017 
- Written automated dashboards that paved the way to higher efficiency to the team (est. 30% increase in utilisation. 
- Authored several interconnected trackers that eliminate unnecessary time spent on email exchanges. 
- Spearheaded the utilisation of online platforms in sharing and connecting large data between team members that resulted to (est 35% efficiency). 
---------- 
ACHIEVEMENTS / MILESTONES 
---------- 
- Turbo Quarterly Awards - Champion - Q3 Fiscal Year 2019 - created a project that turned into a service-for-fee that generates USD80k annually. 
- BPMS & Six Sigma White Belt Certified Professional - professional who is well versed in the foundational elements of the Lean Six Sigma Methodology. 
- EY Better Begins With You Global Delivery Services Winner (Pursuing Innovation Category) - EY recognises and celebrate EY people who have found inspiring and impactful ways to bring EY’s purpose – building a 
better working world – to life. 
- Created a tool that revolutionised reporting by automating data mining via web scraping, that created opportunities for additional business (at least US$5K) for the firm, or US$16M+ savings. 
- First Turbo(Kaizen) Champion & Master in Manila Centre - Successfully initiated, and implemented ten(10) process improvement projects that resulted to US$171K savings annually in less than six(6) months. 
- Automation Tools - Authored twelve(12)+ tools that translate to US$1M+ savings annually utilising minimal available resources. 
- Designed four(4) tools that increased the productive time of Asst. Directors by cutting down manual processes in generating reports via automated scripts. 
- Lead the team to create and maintain an innovative culture. 
- Developed automation solutions to simplify complex tasks that significantly reduced overhead costs by seventy percent(70%). 
- Slashed thirty percent 30% of non-productive efforts and increased utilisation of the team. 
- Turbo Leader - Led the team into having an innovation mindset and encourage other teammates to conceive their ideas. 
- EY Exceptional Client Service Award - Stakeholder management at its finest. 
- EY Extra Miler (SPOT) Award (2017 and 2018) - Performed exceptionally by hitting and surpassing the expected targets. 
- Champion - Trend Micro Web Automation & Resource Submission 2.0 (WARS 2.0) - Entitled Nationwide Champion across well-known universities in the Philippines. 
- 1st Place Web Design - 9th President’s Cup - Designed a website for the university’s Engineering department 
---------- 
LANGUAGES 
---------- 
English - Fluent 
Mandarin (Chinese) - Conversational 
Filipino – Native 
---------- 
EDUCATION 
---------- 
BS in Computer Engineering 
University of Batangas 2011 
Batangas, Philippines 
Mandarin Language & Culture 
Huaqiao University 2015 
Xiamen, China 
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